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Abstract
An algorithm is introduced which performs real time, high-resolution Fourier transforms of large
amounts of input data over an adjustable output band. The algorithm combines recent Fast Fourier and
Chirp z-Transform developments to segment input data and boost output spectrum resolution.
The target application is in test and measurement, where large numbers of input samples must be
processed in real time, and a given frequency range of interest is usually involved. Because the
application often runs on embedded hardware with limited resources, the algorithm dynamically
attempts to optimize performance for available memory.
Results are evaluated on hardware and resource requirements for achieving high resolution and real
time operation. The feasibility of the algorithm's implementation in DSP hardware due to these
requirements is discussed, along with its usefulness based on performance.
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Glossary
Chirp z-Transform
CZT
DFT
Discrete Fourier Transform
Fast Fourier Transform
FFT
iCZT
IFFT
Interlacing
Leakage
Sample Rate
SCZT
Segmentation
Spectrum
Windowing
Computes DFTs of arbitrary sizes using a convolution.
See Chirp z-Transform.
See Discrete Fourier Transform.
Converts discrete time-domain signals to the frequency domain.
An efficient algorithm for computing the DFT, usually requiring
2n input
samples.
See Fast Fourier Transform.
The Interlaced Chirp z-Transform algorithm.
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform.
Insertion of samples at intervals such that resolution is increased.
Signal energy at frequencies that do not exist in the original waveform.
The frequency at which samples are taken.
The Segmented Chirp z-Transform algorithm.
Division of data into pieces ("segments") of equal size.
A range of frequencies.
Application of a function to input data to reduce leakage.
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Chapter 1 Background
a. Discrete Fourier Transform
The frequency spectrum of a continuous signal in time is given by the Fourier transform (FT), or Fourier
integral, defined as
..co
X(co) = x(t) e~iwt dt (1)
J CO
where x(t) is a time signal and X(oj) is a function of angular frequency for the spectrum [18]. If the input
signal is discrete in time, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used instead, typically defined as
w-i
.2nnkZ.Znnk
(2)
n=0
where x(n) is a sequence of N samples, and X(k) is an N-point discrete frequency spectrum, ranging from
zero to half the sampling frequency. Oftentimes, the DFT is written for convenience as
w-i
.271
X(k) = V x(n) Wnk , W = e > n (3)
n=0
This W term is often used in Fourier equations. Note that the Fourier transforms in Equations 1-3
involve complex numbers; specifically, a straightforward DFT computation requires 0(N2) complex
addition and multiplication operations.
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b. Fast Fourier Transform
i. Definition
In 1965, Cooley and Tukey introduced the now popular fast Fourier transform (FFT), reducing the
number of computations required (and associated rounding error) to 0(N-log2N) [1]. For a large data set
of N = 1 Megapoints, for example, the number of complex operations is reduced from 1E12 to 2E7
operations. This advance has been quite significant in its contributions to developments in signal
processing; Computing in Science & Engineering included the FFT in its "Top 10
Algorithms"
issue, stating
that "the FFT is perhaps the most ubiquitous algorithm used today to analyze and manipulate digital or
discrete data," [2].
Cooley and Tukey's FFT algorithm is typically called "decimation in
time,"
and begins with the
observation that
N=2n
samples, XN can be divided into even and odd sets of terms, written
Yk %2k
?k = %2k+l
The DFT of these two sequences of N/2 points, are therefore
k = 0,1, 1 (4)
m = X
Anrk
k=0
A(k) > Yke J n
m = X
Anrk
r = 0,l --1 (5)
B(k) > Zke J n
k=0
The DFT of XN, expressed in terms of the split sequence DFTs in (5), can be written
$-1
r Anrk + l)
NX{k)= ^ Yke 3 n +Zke
'-
r = 0, 1, 1 (6)
k=0
ZAnrk ,2jrr
^-1 Anrk ,-..
Y e~J~N~
+ e~J^T ) Zke~J~*T V)
k=0 k=0
Substituting A(k) and B(k) from (5), we have
277T /V
X(k) = A(k) + e ' n B(k), 0 < r < - (8)
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Finally, due to the periodic nature of the DFT for values of r > N/2, (8) can be rewritten using (3) as
X(k) =A(k) + WrB(k)
Xlk + -) =A(k)-WB(k)
0<r<- (9)
Because the input signal contains
2n
points, this decomposition can be carried out n times until a two-
point function is obtained; this is referred to as a radix-2 FFT algorithm, and can be visually represented
with what is known as an FFT "butterfly" diagram [1].
ii. FFT Algorithms
Dozens of FFT algorithms have been developed to optimize for specific conditions and requirements of
various applications. The Integer FFT (IntFFT), for example, approximates an FFT with a speed and
accuracy on the order of fixed-point calculations [14]. The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) applies
successive FFTs over consecutive time intervals for real time FFT applications [15]. The Very Fast Fourier
Transform represents the FFT as a Fourier matrix, and allows for a trade-off between speed and
accuracy [17].
The "Fastest Fourier Transform in the West" (FFTW) attempts to maximize FFT performance by adapting
to the hardware on which it is run; the algorithm creates a
"plan"
encapsulating transform and
hardware properties which can then be reused as transforms are performed. A plan can therefore be
created during initialization when its overhead has minimal impact, and the algorithm then performs at
peak efficiency during operation. FFTW papers have shown that this often yields results competitive
with hand-optimized libraries [20].
Many of the algorithms mentioned here have been evaluated and tuned across various applications and
results are discussed often in academic papers.
iii. Programming Considerations
It is important to consider limitations on available resources when implementing the FFT. A basic
optimization of the algorithm attempts to accommodate for these limited resources by performing its
operations in-place. For example, the input data array is usually overwritten using bit-reversal of its
indices, ordering and localizing the data in (4) without requiring a second storage array. This procedure
works well as long as the entire data array fits into contiguous memory; otherwise, excessive thrashing
of data between disk and memory can cause massive slowdowns and increase execution time
exponentially [3]. Although it is not unusual for modern workstations to contain a gigabyte of RAM or
more, FFTs are often performed by embedded or custom hardware with more limitations on memory
due to cost. The problem is compounded when the transforms must be performed in real time, or on
extremely large data sets.
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The ability of computers to perform FFTs has been an active area of research for 40 years, and there
have been many memory-optimized algorithms proposed in addition to in-place bit reversal. For
example, a matrix FFT algorithm proposed by Grimm and Zimmerman avoids radix reversal of the data
array entirely, using instead a matrix transpose and a single twiddle vector; the goal of this algorithm is
not only to minimize complex operations, but also to reuse these vector transpose results as much as
possible during the FFT, which in turn minimizes thrashing in reduced-memory applications [3]. Another
algorithm proposed by Phaujdar and Joarder outlines a reordering of FFT steps, incorporating sub
procedures such as bit reversal using the concept of dual nodes in FFT signal flow graphs [4].
These computer-optimized FFT algorithms are developed to satisfy three main characteristics: in-place,
self-sorting (or in-order), and having locality of references. The first characteristic seeks to perform the
FFT without needing storage beyond the data array and the second to eliminate the extra bit-reversal
operations, as described above. The final characteristic takes advantage of the fact that modern
computers are designed to take advantage of temporal and spatial locality, two basic cache principles,
and therefore references accessed close in time are closely located in memory [5].
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c. The Chirp z-Transform
For many applications, finding the full-range frequency spectrum is a waste of resources in that most of
the results will be discarded. In these cases, it is desirable to apply the DFT's resolution to an arbitrary
frequency range of interest; this technique is quite advantageous if an anomaly is occurring over a
narrow frequency band. For example, the DFT output of 1024 samples taken at 1MHz gives a full range
(500kHz) resolution of 488Hz/sample, but the same input limited to a 20kHz output band (perhaps to
approximate the range of human hearing in an audio application) has a spectral resolution of
19.5Hz/sample. The closer-spaced frequency samples in this example might expose peaks falling in
between the 488Hz samples. This output spectrum flexibility also allows for reducing FFT complexity by
taking smaller transformations and aggregating the results.
Because of the significant advantages offered, several algorithms have been developed to perform
Fourier transforms at arbitrary frequencies or to boost resolution over the full spectrum. The Zoom FFT
algorithm, for example, computes successive FFTs over subsets of input data, increasing resolution with
each step [6], However, the time shift theorem applied to increase resolution comes at the cost of
increased calculation time [12]. The Notch Fourier transform algorithm uses an FIR filter
implementation of the transform to compute arbitrary-range spectrums [7]. More recently, the Warped
DFT's all-pass network transformation of input data places samples non-uniformly on the unit circle,
resulting in a full-range spectrum with high resolution applied where needed [8,9].
Another approach to this problem begins with the z-Transform, given by
w-i
X(zk) = XnZk~n (10)
n=0
where xn is a sequence of N nonzero points. In a general form, the coefficients zk can be expressed as
zk=AW~k, k = 0,1, ...,M-1 (11)
for an arbitrary integer M and complex numbers A and W, given by
A = A0e'2n9
(12)
W = WQe'2n(P
_ .2n_
Note that when A=l, M=N (the number of sample points), and W=e ' n , the zk coefficients are equally-
spaced on the unit circle, or
.Ink
zk = (13)
and (10) simply becomes the DFT as given in (3). More generally, samples beginning at A with angular
spacing 2rr.ctjo are taken on the unit circle if W0=l [10] and form an arbitrary spiral contour otherwise.
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In 1968, Leo Bluestein described an algorithm to convert a DFT to a convolution using the identity
[n2 A:2 (kn)2l
+ suggested by chirp filtering [11]; this can be substituted for the exponent of W
in (10) and (11), resulting in the equation
w-i
2
X(k) = V xnA-nW(n2WW^l^w'^
n=Vl (14)
= M/(fe2/2) Y [xnA-nW(n2^] M/-(fc-")2/2, k = 0, 1 M - 1
n=0
which consists of input weighting, a circular convolution, and a complex multiplication [10]. Because the
signal is convolved with a chirp filter, (14) is known as the Chirp z-Transform (CZT). The convolution is
typically performed as multiplication via the convolution theorem, using an FFT algorithm and its inverse
(IFFT); this step comprises most of the CZT's computational complexity, roughly (N+M)log(N+M) [10],
which obviously relies on an efficient and appropriate Fourier transform algorithm.
The CZT, therefore, allows for the selection of M spectrum points of an N-sample input beginning at a
chosen frequency A; the selected angular sample spacing, cb0, determines the output spectrum's
bandwidth. As previously mentioned, the transform occurs along the unit circle if W0=l, and thus the
result is a DFT over an arbitrary range of frequencies easily redefined across various applications and
data characteristics. Despite its increased complexity, it is far more efficient than analogous FFT
methods for achieving high resolution over a limited frequency range [12], and offers competitive
performance and additional flexibility when compared to similar algorithms such as the Goertzel [21].
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d. The Interlaced Chirp z-Transform
As described in the previous section, algorithms such as the Zoom FFT have been developed to increase
frequency spectrum resolution using the Fourier shift property; analogous techniques applied to the CZT
attempt to increase resolution in a desired frequency range. Although the output samples M can simply
be increased, zooming attempts to boost resolution only where needed, and at a lower computational
cost than that of a larger M.
The Zoom CZT (ZCZT) employs a decreasing range, AO for each successive CZT application /, increasing
the density of frequency samples in a target band narrowing with each zooming step:
A0; = a'(A#0), 0 < a < 1 (15)
where a is the "zooming parameter", AO0 is the initial angle subtended by the CZT's unit circle arc, and
the number of CZT points remains constant. The drawback to this approach is that the zooming steps
are independent and thus include some redundant computations, as samples computed in step n are
not incorporated into step n+1.
The Interlaced CZT (iCZT) algorithm attempts to increase efficiency by eliminating these redundancies;
new samples in each step are combined with previous results as the frequency range narrows. In the
(i + l)th step, these samples are placed at 9i+1 on either end of the target band, given by
$+U = Ot.f + (9 + 0-5) d0,
0i+i,Ti+1 = Bu ~ (9 + 0-5) ddu i = l,2 n
where 0, >f and 0y are respectively the beginning and ending points of the previous interval, dO, is the
angular sample spacing of the previous step, and g represents the desired number of samples from the
previous step to skip (and thus determines the zooming parameter a) [13].
Figure 1 gives an example of the Interlaced CZT procedure with g=2; the unit circle in the diagram can be
completed by reflecting over 72 radians and replacing the (i+n,f) and (i+n,l) designations with (i+n,l) and
(i+n,Tl+n), respectively, from Equation 16. Note how the application of g to previous iCZT steps results in
non-overlapping output samples.
The Interlaced CZT also increases the density of spectrum samples in the band of interest, defined by the
zooming parameter in Equation 15. Furthermore, the g parameter can be modified during execution at
either end of the frequency range to provide this additional resolution where peaks are detected [13].
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Figure 1. Interlaced CZT procedure, skipping two samples each step (g=2
If P samples are taken in the initial step, the number of samples taken in subsequent steps is given by
(17)
j J, l o, t, ... , u
with the total number of samples after n steps as
P2 = P-(2g + 1)
Pi = 2(Pi_1-g) i = 3 4 n
Sn=P + 2g(n - 1) + (P - 4g - l)^""1 - 1) (18)
For the g term in Equation 18 to be positive, meaning the algorithm can be applied infinitely many
times, the following condition must be satisfied:
9<
P -1
(19)
If N represents the number of data points the CZT operates on, then the complexity of the /th step of the
Interlaced CZT is given by
Ci = 3(N + Pt - l)log(iV + P, - 1)
which is on the order of 0(3-iNlogN).
(20)
The iCZT complexity compares favorably with similar algorithms; it outperforms an equivalent CZT with
increased M, since the zooming parameter is chosen such that very dense samples are obtained, but this
is only applicable if the density is needed in a particular region rather than the entire output range. The
Interlaced CZT also outperforms the ZCZT, more so as the zooming parameter approaches a = 1. Finally,
although the Warped Discrete Fourier Transform algorithm [9] performs well with short data records, its
complexity exceeds that of the Interlaced CZT for long data records and dense frequency domain
samples [13].
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e. The Segmented Chirp z-Transform
The ability to perform FFT algorithms in real time is key in many signal processing applications.
Performing a Chirp z-Transform in real time is multiplicatively more demanding, since it requires the use
of several FFTs. To compound the problem, real-time systems are often limited in memory and dynamic
range to save on hardware costs by reducing complexity. The Segmented CZT's ability to handle large
amounts of real time input data with small memory requirements and offer a dynamic output range is
invaluable to many modern signal processing applications.
The Segmented Chirp z-Transform (SCZT) algorithm begins with the partitioning of input data x(n) into L
segments of N points each, as follows [6]:
xk (n) = [_ (x{n + (k
- 1) N), ifO<n<N-l
0 otherwise
l<k<L (21)
Figure 2 shows an example of this process applied to a periodic input signal.
Figure 2. Segmentation of a periodic input signa
Note that Figure 2 illustrates the ideal case, where the signal is N-sample periodic; segmenting the signal
at discontinuities or across wildly-varying signal behavior can result in aliasing and leakage at the output,
and would require a non-trivial windowing function. In some candidate applications such as digital
oscilloscopes, however, triggering hardware and periodic data acquisition can make these conditions
relatively simple to avoid.
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(22)
The definition of the z-Transform (10) can be partitioned and combined with Equation 21, resulting in:
N-l /v-i
X(zk) = xt(n) -zk-n+ z,w x2(n) zk~n
M=0 71=0
W-l
+ ... + Zi,(L-l)./V^XL(n).Zk-n
n=0
which can be rewritten as a sum of Chirp z-Transforms:
X(zk) = CZT{Xl(n)} + zkN CZT{x2(n)}
+ ... + zk^-l>N.CZT{xL(n)}
or, substituting the identities in (11) and (12) gives
X(a)k) = CZT{Xl(n)} + eJ2neN eikln^N CZT{x2(n)}
+ ... + eJ2n90(L-l)N . eJk2n<p0(L-l)N . CZT{xL(n)}
(23)
(24)
which is the definition of the SCZT [6], Equation 24 shows that an infinitely long input signal can be
broken down into L segments, on each of which a small CZT is performed. Note the real-time nature of
this algorithm; as the CZT of segment / is being calculated, the data for segment (/+1) is being collected,
and with proper hardware implementation the former may be completed before the latter.
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Chapter 2 Proposed Algorithm
a. Overview
In signal processing applications such as test and measurement, increasingly large amounts of data must
be transformed into the frequency domain by specialized, resource-limited hardware in real time. In
addition, a frequency band of interest is often involved where a high resolution is desired, and the rest
of the spectrum's calculations are wasteful. Real-time FFT algorithms such as the STFT can satisfy the
former criteria but not the latter, while the opposite is true of the CZT; combining these should yield an
algorithm where:
The output frequency range is user-defined.
High resolution is achieved in the target band.
The transform runs in real time on data streams with high sample rates.
The transform is performed in limited memory.
To accomplish this, the Segmented and Interlaced Chirp z-Transforms are combined to form an
algorithm, summarized in Figure 3, with:
1. A user-defined output frequency range and base number of samples.
2. A segment size selected automatically:
Upper-bounded by memory available.
Lower-bounded by performance degradation.
If possible, segment size set to period length to minimize error.
3. A dynamic number of interlacing steps calculated in parallel:
Chosen to meet a target frame rate.
Depth upper bound depends upon hardware limitations, segment size, and sample rate.
Failure to meet target rate with a single interlacing step decreases segment size.
An important observation with this algorithm is that interlacing not only requires separate input and
output arrays (it is not in-place), but also that memory requirements increase with each additional
interlaced step added since additional output points must be stored; for true dynamic behavior in
limited memory, feedback to the segment size selection algorithm must be provided to ensure that the
maximum output resolution can be achieved. In this implementation, however, a static amount of input
data memory is allocated, and output size is not considered. This is perhaps a non-issue architecturally;
in an embedded application, for example, the accumulation step might be offloaded and performed in
main memory rather than the DSP chip's memory, and thus the interlaced output need not be stored.
Although there has been a great deal of research surrounding both real-time and high resolution Fourier
transforms, these two requirements have not yet been combined along with the Chirp z-Transform to
satisfy both in this dynamic fashion; the proposed algorithm should provide greatly increased flexibility
of frequency analysis in embedded hardware such as an oscilloscope acquisition board.
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Figure 3. The proposed algorithm.
Along these lines, the test and measurement domain may offer some advantages in helping to achieve
this problem's difficult requirements; in a digital oscilloscope application, for example:
The transform is one-dimensional.
The number of samples is almost always a power of two.
Input data is real, and binary values can be interpreted as integers.
Input data is nearly always periodic, and hardware support is available to determine the period.
Error-tolerance; accuracy of y-axis values usually not as important as frequency values, ratios,
and speed.
The first three points are significant since a simple radix-2 FFT algorithm can be used in the Chirp z-
Transform with good results; the FFTW optimized algorithm discussed in the introduction section is
implemented as well for comparison.
The fourth point reduces the need for a complex or dynamic windowing scheme for data segments, as
long as the period is within the range of a reasonable segment size; if not, it is still highly unlikely for
harsh slopes to be encountered at segment boundaries. Still, the ability to apply Hamming and Hanning
windows is added to the algorithm for additional flexibility. Both of these windows provide a good
compromise between resolution and dynamic range for narrowband applications, and have similar
computational complexities in both the time and frequency domains [16].
Finally, point five allows for a small running error typically inherent to STFT-like algorithms since the
emphasis is on speed over accuracy. Interlacing adds some "accuracy" in the form of increased
resolution, which might be averaged to eliminate some of these errors.
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b. Implementation
C was chosen as the programming language for implementation; the C language offers both flexibility
and speed, and there are many libraries available to help implement and measure the algorithm's
performance.
First, three FFT algorithms were selected: a basic radix-2 FFT, an optimized complex DFT, and the FFTW
[19]. The first algorithm was a Java FFT implementation transcribed from Robert Oshana's DSP software
development book [23], converted to C, and its API altered to better fit that of the other algorithms. It is
simple, easy to follow, and employs no specific computational optimizations; its signature is given in
Figure 4, dubbed thejfft because of its original Java-based incarnation. Because of its poor performance
relative to the other algorithms (shown in the following section), it was not parameterized to calculate
an inverse FFT (IFFT) as well.
' A basic ra li: :-2 CDFT, i ised on a Java FFT algorithm
* '--.----- :
- =
, [2n + 1] is ii -: '
"
= inj 7 - ";: les
1 Returns:
:. thing. The N-point fouriei transform of a is returned in i la :e .
void jfftffloat * a, const int N) ;
Figure 4. Oshana's FFT algorithm function stub.
The second FFT selected was a free, open source, optimized C algorithm available from Takuya Ooura, a
faculty member at Kyoto University [24], and implements radix-2 decimation in frequency. Again, it was
relatively simple to drop into the project and use, but unlike the Java algorithm it employs software
optimization techniques such as loop unrolling, bit manipulations, and pre-calculated complex
parameters to boost performance; data given on Ooura's website claim that cdft performance is close to
that of the FFTW, which was confirmed during test runs. Figure 5 gives the stub for this algorithm.
Finally, the "Fastest Fourier Transform in the
West,"
which claims performance comparable to platform-
optimized algorithm, was implemented; unlike the others, this required the compilation and installation
of an external library, fftw3. A small function, /jftw, was written to utilize this library as instructed in the
FFTW documentation [19]; it simply moves input data into the necessary format, creates and executes
the FFTW plan, and returns the result in the input array. The signature of this function is identical to
that of the JFFT with the addition of an IFFT flag, and thus is not shown again here.
Several other FFT algorithms were found [25] and implemented, however most of these were too
cumbersome to use, not intended or optimized for the current application, or simply did not work
properly. The most promising of these was the Intel-optimized FFT available in the Intel Integrated
Performance Primitives (IPP) package [22], however it again was extremely cumbersome to install and
use, and the FFTW offered similar performance.
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/**
* cdf : iscrete Found Tib' : form
' [ usa 3
*
case
( 2 *n , i PI / n ) ,
T' C/n) , a) ;
*
--
"
cdft (2*n, ;os (M_PI/n) , s in 1 p ] , 5i ;
* [ i : - ers]
2*i : j n i. a length Li
n >- 1 , :.-[.. . 1 of 1
. . . 2 *n- ] : input t e * )
input data
a[2*j;
- Pc (x[j]) , a[2*j+l] I] (x[j]) , j <n
* l r u t d ata
' Re (X [ k I , - : (>: , k<n
-
Inverse
cdft (2*n, cos (M FT/'n) ,
* i ..
:dft (2*n, cos (M PI n) ,
-sine 1 n ) , a ) ;
in(M_PI/n) , a) ;
; (j = 0; j <= 2 ' - l ; j + + )
a[j] *= 1.0 / n;
}
' Ret irn :
Nothing. The N-point fourie transform of a is return* I in 1 Lace .
void cdft(int n, double wr, double wi, float* a) ;
Figure 5. Ooura's FFT algorithm function stub.
All three FFT algorithms utilize double precision accuracy without any performance-boost estimations;
the accuracy of these algorithms is therefore as high as the test system's floating point hardware can
provide. The FFTW does contain estimation functions, however they are not used in the interest of
error minimization.
Next, the CZT algorithm was implemented; the code follows the formulas outlined in Rabiner and
Schafer's seminal Chirp z-Transform paper [10] and given in the CZT section of this report. The czt()
function simply creates a chirp filter, scales the input data, convolves the two via the convolution
theorem, and finally scales the output. Each FFT algorithm was able to perform the IFFT with a simple
twiddle factor negation, and thus no additional code or optimization was needed.
Because of the ability to calculate the number of output samples M different from input samples N, the
result is returned on the heap rather than on top of the input array. The extra memory consumed here
is determined by the calcL() function, which finds the smallest power-of-two array length on which to
perform a radix-2 FFT. Figure 6 gives the signatures for these two functions.
Note that some extra overhead is introduced in converting between complex number array types; the
cdft operates on a one-dimensional array in which even elements are real and odd imaginary, while
others operate on two-dimensional arrays with the real and imaginary parts separated. In reality,
however, this additional
"memcopy"
overhead probably contributes very little to the overall
performance numbers.
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* Parameters :
N = input s ai pies
M = output s amp -
* Returns :
L, the length of ::t II return array
int calcL(const int N, const int M) ;
* The chirp z-transforn (CZT)
-.
'
-
. - 3 :
x = input array, [i . . _ al, x [n] [1 ] is imag
= ; nput samp] e
M = output samples
fl = output fre [uency range lower bound
* f2 = t] t frequ :y range ipper bou I
* fs = input sample rate
*
E etu r n s :
* int fourier transform of :: from 11 to 11
float** oztffloat** const x, const int N, const int M,
const float fl, const float f2, const float fs);
Figure 6. Chirp z-Transform function stubs.
As a proof of concept and performance analysis step, the Segmented CZT algorithm was implemented in
a single sczt() function, though this is not used in the final report. This code breaks the input data in
segments of the size given, performs (N / segment size) CZT operations, scales each as shown in
Equation 24, and finally aggregates the results into the return array. Figure 7 details the function stub.
+ Tf e segmented chirp z-transforir :ZT)
1-
_
-
' ' '
THI :z Y,
. J
-
r: :
THIS RETUF .
"
I LENG
* x = input array, x[n] [0] is 1 , -|e II j i s agina ry
N = i pu1 ;ample
M = output samp1 e s
'
f 1 = : .. . | it freq : . range
f2 - itput n . " range
fs = input sample rate
lower
>p] i
;: : .
1 Dun !
eg size = size '; > -' segment in samples
+ ens :
* M-point f uri i ti nsf rn :: 1 r em f 1 t fl
float ** sczt(iloat** const x, cons t int N, const int M,
const float fl, const float f2, con St float fs,
const int seg size);
Figure 7. The Segmented CZT function stub (for testing and analysis purposes).
The SCZT algorithm was able to be memory-optimized nature such that the CZT return arrays are freed
in each step and only the necessary M output samples saved; thus at any given time, only enough
memory to hold a single segment's CZT and an output array of length M is required.
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Note that the CZT and SCZT functions maintain only single-precision floating point results; although this
introduces some slight rounding error in the results, it is experimentally smaller than printfO is able to
show without additional format specifiers and thus the 50% savings in memory is justified given the
target application.
The Interlaced CZT algorithm was then implemented, and its function signature is shown in Figure 8.
-i-
rcil.:":a tep af the inte iac iir] :n Eorn (iCZT) algorit
* ? :n ame ters :
1
--
- input array, x[n][0] is real, x[n][l] i: i ig ar
- N = i rue - amples
+ ;--: i zt)
' re---
,mj ie
* fl C - step 0 (czt) output frequency range lowei bound
* f2 0 = step C :: tput f
req'
: lpper bound
* fs 0 = step 0 (c :t) i put amp] i ate
*
g = zooming parameten (num] -i e sain] - t :ir ea ste] 1
-
5tej
- '
: '". iczt ' tl" s is alculatinc
* Returj :
* czt I:-:) for a range H letermin I by g and ste]
iczt out* iczt ( f 1 oat** const x, const int N, const int M 0,
const float fl 0, const float f2 0, const float fs 0,
const int g, const int step);
Figure 8. The Interlaced CZT function stub.
The function contains a step parameter, which indicates which iCZT step is being performed, and the
code calculates only the output points for that step. Despite the algorithm's need for the previous step
in order to calculate the current step's output, it was determined that the parameters it requires can be
derived from initial CZT parameters. Their relationship is given by:
;-i j
6o0,( = co0 + P (g + 0.5) -Aa), P = V (-) , i > 0 (25)
where oj0 is the starting output angular frequency and Aco is the angular spacing, both of which are
calculated using the M, f1( f2, and f s parameters of the initial CZT; the angular spacing of the /th step is a
trivial calculation given u)0, M, and g for the current step. Therefore, calls to the icztf) function can be
made independently and thus parallelized to take advantage of modern multiple-processor systems.
However, the cost of parallelization is the increased complexity in handling iCZT results; the caller must
interlace all of the result steps, requiring knowledge of the oj-axis value for each sample, and
additionally must know the number of output points in each step (M) and total points (L) for display and
memory cleanup purposes, respectively. To help alleviate some of these parameter-tracking
requirements, iczt() returns a struct which includes not only the output array, but also the M, fv and f2
parameters used to generate it. Using this information, the iCZT step properties discussed may be
calculated with the help of calcL().
A calcPointsTotalf) function was written to perform the work of Equation 18, which callers of icztf) can
use to calculate the length of a final output array after isteps steps. Finally, the freeiczt_out() function
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takes a block of isteps iCZT struct return values and frees their memory, requiring knowledge of the
original input array length N (for calcL()).
The iCZT return struct and its helper function signatures are shown in Figure 9.
Rel 11 n value e t r uet
typedef struct
I
int M;
float fl;
float f2;
float** g;
} iczt_out;
- - : Lativs imbei poi - needed for al] ste]
* Par ame ters :
* M_0 - ste] C (czt) utput . impl*
*
.
- ming paramete:
* isteps = tote
*
- e t . rr : :
r .: intsiniCzt fteriste]
inline int calcPointsTotal (const int M_0, const int g, const int isteps)
* Free an array return* I I y :zt iczt .
' Parai t irs :
:ts free
". = input samples to ieet used to create
.reps
= interlacing steps used ir creating aut
> turn :
*
void freeiczt_out (iczt_out** out, const int N, const int isteps);
Figure 9. Interlaced CZT return value struct and helper functions.
Because the algorithm proposed performs Interlaced CZTs on each SCZT segment, a second Segmented
CZT function was written, adding iCZT functionality. The sczt_iczt() function, shown in Figure 10,
performs isteps interlacing steps on a single SCZT segment identified by seg_num, used in the scaling
algorithm (Equation 24). For an input array of size N and segment sizes S, seg_num will be in the range
0 < segjium < IJ.
The block of iCZT data returned by sczt_iczt() can be aggregated with other segments'data by simply
adding them element-wise; each call to the function is guaranteed to return output samples in the same
locations given that only seg_num is varied, and thus no co-axis data is needed. Once aggregated, this
data may be cleaned up easily with a call to freeiczt_out().
Both the sczt() and sczt_iczt() functions were threaded using the POSIX library; sczt() performed its
composite CZTs in parallel and aggregated their results as the threads completed, while sczt_iczt()
followed a similar paradigm only with the iCZT steps in parallel. Despite both functions returning correct
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results, a satisfactory level of stability was not achieved and thus the final algorithm uses their serial
(non-threaded) implementations.
*
. r 01 :. ngle 3CZT
* Parameters :
* x
-
segment of input array, x[n][0] is real, x[n][l] is imaginary
1 N = inpu t : amf les
= step 0 (czt) output see pies
* f 1 = output frequen< y rar - wer 1
* f: = iut] ; 1 frequen< y range upper bound
* fs = input sample rate
'
g = iczt zooming parameter
*
. sps = number of interlacii g st
*
. [_num = cl segment of I e : t I s is calculat
* Returi - :
iCZ] af th . jri ant, scaled and ready for - :umulati n wi ee athers
iczt out** sczt iczt (float ** const x, const int N, const int M 0,
const float fl, const float f2, const float fs,
const int g, const int isteps, const int seg num) ;
Figure 10. The "interlaced SCZT" function.
With the foundational DSP algorithms implementations completed, the proposed algorithm (referred to
from here on as "the Thesis algorithm,"or "Thesis") was then written; it follows the basic structure
outlined in Figure 11.
Initialize:
iSteps = mmSteps
g = gMax / iSteps + 1
segSize = min(mem, period)
nSegs = N / segSize
Run SCZT+iCZT Re-Run
iSteps < max
++iSteps
Recalculate g
Time < Target
EXCEED
Calculate I Time * Target
Processing Time
iSteps = max
Time = Target
MEET
Analyze State
iSteps = min
segSize = min
DONE
Parameters Calculated
RUN
-iSteps
Recalculate g
Last != EXCEED
iSteps > min
? Check Last State
iSteps = min
egSize > min
Last== EXCEED
SegSize=max(2/3 SegSize, MinSize)
Recalculate nSegs
Cannot Satisfy Requirements
Figure 11. The proposed algorithm's structure and flow.
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The overarching design goal of the algorithm was to maximize hardware resource utilization by
increasing resolution while still meeting the given performance parameters. Essentially, the algorithm
attempts to find a segment size where a maximum number of interlacing steps are achieved within the
specified target rate; this target rate, sometimes referred to as frame rate, is actually defining the
desired input sample rate. If 5Hz is specified, for example, and N=100 input samples are given, Thesis
attempts to find an appropriate segment size such that 500 samples may be processed in real time. If
the number of interlacing steps is equal to one, then a Segmented CZT is being performed with no
interlacing.
The determination of g is based on Equation 19, which gives the upper bound for an unlimited number
of interlacing steps (M increases to infinity). The upper bound is divided by the number of interlacing
steps, which will decrease the zooming parameter as the number of interlacing steps increases,
attempting to maintain a similar
"focus"
across varying numbers of steps. This method was
implemented in lieu of a smarter algorithm which might take input data shape into account and apply an
appropriate amount of zooming where needed; such an implementation would be quite complex and is
beyond the scope of the Thesis algorithm.
After each set of trial sczt_iczt() runs, the algorithm evaluates its performance and assigns
MEET/EXCEED/FAIL flags as shown in Figure 11, which are defined in the Thesis header file; also in that
file is the minimum segment size, chosen at a point where SCZT overhead is likely to overcome the
performance gains of smaller CZTs, and a flag for disabling file output in performance runs.
The Thesis algorithm takes eleven parameters, six of which are required, as outlined in Table 1:
Parameter Required Data Type Purpose
infile Yes String Path to and name of the input data file
memsize Yes Integer Size of memory available to segments (Bytes)
fl Yes Float Output frequency lower bound (Hz)
f2 Yes Float Output frequency upper bound (Hz)
target_ratel Yes Float Target processing rate lower bound (Hz)
target_rate2 Yes Float Target processing rate upper bound (Hz)
M No Integer Number of output samples (=N if not given)
window No Integer Apply a window (0=None, l=Hanning, 2=Hamming)
period No Float Suggested segment size to match data period
min_isteps No Integer Minimum number of interlacing steps [=1 (no interlacing) if not
given]
outfile No String Path to and name of the output data file (NO_OUTPUT flag
must be disabled)
Table 1. Thesis input arguments.
The input file format is simply one date point per line; the first line of the file is the number of points N it
contains, and the second line the sample rate f s.
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Note that the algorithm allows for windowing of input data segments as described in the previous
section; this is performed via a separate windowf) function, available to all test files for additional
performance analysis.
c. Test Program Implementation
Each part of the Thesis algorithm needed to be tested for speed and memory requirements to identify
its performance bottlenecks; three additional programs, TestSigProc, TestSCzt, and TestlCzt, were
written to test FFT/CZT, SCZT, and iCZT performance, respectively. Each program takes a single
argument specifying the input data file, whose format is identical to that required by Thesis.
Each test program reads the input file, performs its test function (multiple times if performance timing is
enabled), and outputs the result to file in a plotter-friendly format. Any algorithm-specific parameters
are declared within the main functions themselves, and must be manually altered and recompiled
between test runs.
The Constants. h file contains two flags, DO_TIMING and DO_MEMORY, which indicate whether the test
programs are being run for performance or memory information, respectively. Additionally, an
N_TIMING_RUNS flag controls how many test runs are performed when DO_TIMING is enabled.
Because several main functions are defined in the code base, Constants. h also includes flags indicating
which main is to be compiled into the binary. Figure 12 shows these flags and their setup for a run of
the Thesis algorithm.
/ t - m , a a ia i
Ifdefii - DC 1 ING
: i an alysis flag:
# ie ; DO_MEI
" "
mail at: aomj
:
tfdef: RON CZT
ffdefa RD1 . ::
#de
_
ZT
#def i F UN :
'
IPI EI
Figure 12. Constants. h flags.
Finally, a program was written to generate the input data files, and is compiled into a binary using the
RUN_SAMPLER flag shown in Figure 12. This SampleFn function takes N, fs, and an output file name as
arguments, and creates two output files: one for input into Thesis or the test programs, and the other
for plotting; the former includes in the output file the N and fs parameters, while the latter includes oj-
axis values.
The function with which to generate points is defined in the source code, and thus must be manually
altered and recompiled before generating each data set.
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Chapter 3 Results
a. Test Data Sets
Five data sets were generated for testing each part of the Thesis algorithm; their details are outlined in
Table 2. Figure 13 shows a graphical representation of data points N.
Data Set N /s Function
1
2
256
65536
1000
10000
FIR Filter, n=30, Wn=1 25/500
sin(2TTx)/(2rrx)
3 65536 10000 1 | x < 1 , 0 Otherwise
4
5
65536
131072
65536
131072
3cos(10rtx)+l0cos(20nx)-i-5cos(30n:x)
0<Random<1
6 1048576 1048576 0<Random<1
Table 2. Test data sets.
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800000
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(/I
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3
a
~
400000
200000
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131072
65536 65536 65536
256
3 4
Data Set
Figure 13. Data set input samples.
Data sets two, three, and four all contain 64Kpoints; these sets are used to test the effect of input
function on performance given a constant N, as well as algorithm error analysis and the need for
windowing. Figures 14 through 18 on the following pages show the input data sets, plotted with
GnuPlot.
Data set six was generated solely for testing the FFT algorithms; array sizes this large in the current
implementation began to cause stability issues with malloc() in the CZT function.
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The Thesis algorithm combines several algorithms to provide fast performance with high resolution, and
thus the data sets were created specifically to test its composite parts (CZT frequency selection,
segmentation, interlacing, windowing). Because the synthesis of these types of algorithms has not yet
been attempted, using standardized data sets was not a concern. Instead, the Thesis algorithm's
success is evaluated on its ability to provide real-time operation on data sets with modern sample rates.
FIR rilter, n=3B, Un=12V_>OB, H=2^B, fs=100B
B.Ob
-9.85
Figure 14. Data set 1.
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fin]
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9.4
B.2
F=sin(x)/K, rssiBHOB, N=6tiV:J6
-B.2
-9.4
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i
'
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I
1
1 \
i '
i
1
s --.
i j i
Figure 15. Data set 2.
Figure 16. Data set 3.
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Figure 17. Data set 4.
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Figure 18. Data set 5.
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b. Test Environment
All test programs and the Thesis algorithm were developed, compiled, and run in a 32-bit Linux
environment; Table 3 summarizes the test machine and its relevant specifications:
Parameter Value
CPU Architecture Intel Celeron M
CPU Clock Rate 1.40 GHz
System RAM 768 MB
OS Ubuntu Linux 7.04
Kernel Version 2.6
Compiler GCC 4.1.1
Compile Command gcc -Wall *.c -o Thesis -Ipthread -Ifftw3 -Im
Table 3. Development and test machine specifications.
The test PC specs are quite modest when compared to typical current home PC offerings; this is perhaps
an advantage, since if the algorithm performs well on an aging general-purpose processor it should
prove excellent in an FPGA or custom ASIC implementation.
c. Resource Requirements
The Thesis algorithm targets embedded implementation platforms such as FPGAs or ASICs, and thus it
was tested thoroughly for its memory requirements; FPGA memory is costly, at over $3000 for 8Mb as
of 2005 [26]. Because the algorithm is a synthesis of several composite algorithms, each of these was
visited to provide a detailed breakdown of its most demanding parts, the results of which are used in
analyzing the Thesis algorithm's ability to run with limited resources.
The FFT algorithms perform their operations in place, and thus their memory requirements should not
be significantly higher than what is needed to store the input array. Additionally, the FFTW eventually
chosen for use in the final algorithm is precompiled into a library and adding memory tracking would be
quite an involved operation. Therefore, memory analysis was performed on the CZT, SCZT, iCZT, and not
the three FFT algorithms.
Figure 19 shows the CZT memory requirements for varying sizes of M with N = 256 points. In the case of
M = N = 256, for example, calcLf) results in the creation of a 512-element float array with both real and
imaginary parts; the allocated heap memory is therefore
512 -2 -A bytes = 4-096 bytes = 4 KiB (26)
The remaining 4 KiB not on the heap is needed for the chirp filter and temporary storage arrays. Heap
memory is not freed when the algorithm completes, and must be freed by the caller; it therefore is the
important metric when considering how much memory is required in a hardware implementation.
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Because the size of M has a considerable impact on memory needs once it exceeds N and no impact
below that, it is defaulted to N in the Thesis algorithm. Although M does not affect memory required
within the CZT if it is less than M, it should still be kept to the minimum acceptable value, since
processing requirements in other parts of Thesis will increase with more output samples.
Figure 20 shows CZT memory requirements for each of the five test data sets given a constant M = 1024.
50 100
Memory Used (KiB)
150
Heap
B Total
200
Figure 19. CZT memory usage, N=256.
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Figure 20. CZT memory usage, M =1024.
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The SCZT needs only enough memory to store the M output samples; it aggregates each segment into
this array as their CZTs are performed. Figure 21 shows that with a constant M, SCZT heap memory
requirements remain constant, but the needs of the CZT increase with segment size since larger CZTs are
being performed. These results reflect the observations in Figures 19 and 20.
16384
g 4096
i/5
+^
c
01
E
00
<v
" 256
8fei 256 512
128
32 it)
\J Heap, SCZT
U Heap, CZT
U Total, CZT
,/L.
200 400 600
Memory Used (KiB)
Figure 21. SCZT memory usage, M=1024.
800
Memory required by the iCZT varies with both the zooming parameter and number of interlacing steps;
these parameters were therefore analyzed independently. Figure 22 shows the effect of varying g with
iSteps constant, and Figure 23 the opposite.
It is observed that increasing the zooming parameter (g) decreases the iCZT's memory requirements.
This occurs since the number of interlaced output samples M in each step is larger if the zoom area is
larger, and this difference between a small and large g becomes more significant as the number of
interlacing steps increases. However, the approximately 25 KiB or so of
"swing"
when varying g is likely
to be insignificant compared with the memory required to perform the interlacing steps themselves,
and thus it should probably be selected based on signal needs and not memory restrictions.
Interlacing steps, however, have a large impact on memory requirements; the difference between five
and ten interlacing steps is more than 2100%. This extra memory comes from each of the additional
interlacing steps requiring a CZT with a progressively increasing M. Adding interlacing steps is therefore
a costly operation, especially if they are performed in parallel across multiple CPUs or ASICs, and must
be carefully optimized in memory-limited applications.
The fractional memory requirements come from additional variables in the iczt_out struct.
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Figure 22. iCZT memory usage, 10 interlacing steps.
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d. Algorithm Performance
i. Foundation Algorithms
The three FFT algorithms were first compared for performance in order to determine which would be
used in the final Thesis implementation; the results for data set one are given in Figure 24.
i
HFFTW
u Optimized CDFT
a Basic FFT
/
0.00000 0.00100 0.00200 0.00300
Time (seconds)
0.00400
Figure 24. FFT algorithm performance, data set 1.
Clearly, the basic FFT algorithm could not compete with the other two, and thus it was discarded. The
remaining two were then compared with the other data sets, summarized in Figure 25.
3.50000
3.00000
2.50000
g 2.00000
v 1.50000
1.00000
0.50000
0.00000
FFTW
Optimized CDFT
Basic FFT
Figure 25. FFT algorithm performance.
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Because of its superior performance in spite of its less than ideal usage (discussed in the implementation
section), the FFTW was selected as the other
algorithms' base FFT.
As with memory testing, the Thesis algorithm's composite parts were then tested individually to analyze
the impact of their parameters final performance. The Chirp z-Transform's performance with varying
output samples M is shown in Figure 21.
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0.001
0.0001
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0.1847 0.1851 0.1855
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M=64
M=256
M=1024
M=4096
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Data Set
Figure 26. CZT algorithm performance.
In data set one, the selection of M had an impact on run time since with only 256 input samples, it was
the determining factor in transform length. When the number of input samples far exceeds M, as in
data sets two through five, M had no appreciable effect on performance. The number of output
samples was therefore chosen to be 1024 for all subsequent tests, a number sufficient to plot a
spectrum of decent resolution without adding excessive complexity to iCZT operations.
The results of FFT and CZT transforms on each data set plotted with GnuPlot are given in Appendix A.
Segmented CZT performance was then measured for various segment sizes; the results are given in
Figure 27. Between segment sizes of 4096 and 16384 bytes the performance gain of segmentation
crosses the overhead of increased transforms, and thus this is an optimal range for the Thesis algorithm
to work with. Very small segments clearly spend more time creating the chirp filter and scaling the
results than performing the FFTs themselves, and thus the performance of 32-byte segments is quite
poor.
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Since the output of the Segmented CZT was identical to that of a CZT to within a statistically insignificant
rounding error, plots of specific SCZT results for each data set are not included in the appendix.
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Figure 27. Segmented CZT performance.
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The iCZT algorithm was again evaluated with varying g given constant iSteps, and vice-versa; these
results are shown in Figures 29 and 29, respectively.
Figure 28. Interlaced CZT performance.
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Figure 29. Interlaced CZT performance.
During memory analysis, it was observed that less zooming and more interlacing steps added complexity
and resource requirements, and a similar trend was observed here. Once again, however, increasing g
offers a relatively minor performance benefit compared to that of decreasing iSteps; timing analysis,
therefore, serves only to reinforce that zooming should be performed as needed and interlacing only as
permitted by resource limitations.
Appendix A includes several iCZT plots of data set one with various values for g and iSteps.
ii. Data Set 1
Full results for the Thesis algorithm on data set one are given in Table 4:
Mem Rng Rng M Wi Seg iSteps e Time Rate Max_Fs
Lo Hi n Sz (s) (Hz) (Sa/s)
1 128 4 5 256 0 32 7 10 0.1684 5.9382 1520.19002
2 1024 4 5 256 0 256 10 7 0.1954 5.1177 1310.1312
3 1024 4 5 4096 0 50 4 256 0.2226 4.4923 1150.0288
Table 4. Data set 1 results.
Figure 30 shows how the algorithm progressed during run three. Note how iSteps is increased when
performance (in Hz) is above the target range, and decreased when below it. During this run, the
segment size dropped several times; this occurred when the algorithm sensed it had added an
interlacing step and gone from exceeding the target to failing it, and oscillating between these two
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conditions would be pointless. Once the segment size changed, the algorithm was free to adjust the
interlacing steps until this condition was detected again. Visually, this can be observed in Figure 30 as a
sort of sine function where performance closes in on its target.
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Figure 30. Data set 1 run 3 algorithm progression.
Figure 31 shows the progression of run one, which failed to meet the parameters; the algorithm
increased the number of interlacing steps until the target speed was not met, then exited with FAIL
status since the segment size was already at its minimum. The solution, therefore, was somewhere
between seven and eight interlacing steps.
1000
3 4 5
Interlacing Steps
Figure 31. Data set 1 run 1 algorithm progression, segment size=32.
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Figures 32 and 33 respectively summarize the effect of M and segment memory limit on the final
number of interlacing steps. The results are intuitive; a larger number of output samples and a smaller
available segment memory each degrade performance and thus limit the number of interlacing steps.
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Figure 32. Data set 1 results for M values, Mem=1024B.
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Figure 33. Data set 1 results for Mem values, M=256.
The number of interlacing steps was capped at ten, which caused the early termination of run two; this
was again due to memory fault issues with the larger test data sets, and thus the cap served to ensure
stability during benchmark testing.
Data set one demonstrates that it is quite simple to meet aggressive frame rate targets even with a
considerable number of interlacing steps.
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iii. Data Set 2
Full results for data set two are given in Table 5:
Mem Rng Rng M W SegSz iSteps g Time Rate Max_Fs
Lo Hi in (s) (Hz) (Sa/s)
1 65536 4.5 5.5 1024 0 10922 2 128 0.2178 4.5913 300881.534
2 65536 4.5 5.5 256 0 10922 2 32 0.2176 4.5956 301158.084
3 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 0 16384 6 43 0.922 1.0846 71080.261
4 16384 0.9 1.1 1024 0 2730 5 52 1.079 0.9268 60722.892
5 1024 0.9 1.1 1024 0 256 2 86 0.874 1.1442 74986.291
Table 5. Data set 2 results.
The first two runs demonstrate the insignificant effect on the results of varying M when N M, and
Figure 34 shows this graphically.
4.5913 Hz 4.5956 H;
1024 256
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Figure 34. Data set 2 results for M values, Mem=65535B, Target=4.5-5.5Hz.
Runs three, four, and five for data set two, summarized in Figure 35, experiment with data segment
memory's effect on interlacing steps. The results here mirror those observed during SCZT performance
testing; segmentation boosts performance until certain thresholds are reached where overhead
overcomes CZT computational requirements. The performance of segments limited to 1024 bytes (256
samples) therefore suffers when compared to runs where more memory is available.
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Figure 35. Data set 2 results for Mem values, M=1024, Target=0.9-l.lHz.
iv. Data Set 3
A single run of the Thesis algorithm was performed on data set three and its results compared to
identical runs on sets two and four, summarized in Table 6.
Data Mem Rng Rng M W SegSz iSt g Time Rate (Hz) Max_Fs
Set Lo Hi in eps (s) (Sa/s)
2 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 0 16384 6 43 0.922 1.0846 71080.261
3 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 0 16384 6 43 0.918 1.089325 71389.9795
4 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 0 16384 6 43 0.9155 1.0923 71584.9274
Table 6. Data set 3 results, with comparisons to 2 and 4.
The purpose of these runs was to compare Thesis performance across data sets containing different
functions with different sample rates but identical input samples N. Results confirm that performance
of the SCZT and iSCZT is not affected by the values on which they operate; the small difference observed
in final execution time can likely be attributed to timing errors and variations in the test system's state
across the three runs.
Figure 36 shows the performance of the three runs as well as their identical convergence states.
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Figure 36. Data set comparison, N=65535, M =1024.
v. Data Set 4
Full results for data set four are given in Table 7:
Mem Rng Rng M Win SegSz iSteps g Time Rate Max Fs
Lo Hi (s) (Hz) (Sa/s)
1 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 0 16384 6 43 0.9155 1.0923 71584.9274
2 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 Han 16384 6 43 0.963 1.0384 68053.998
3 65536 0.9 1.1 1024 Ham 16384 6 43 0.96 1.0417 68266.668
4 16384 4.5 5.5 1024 0 2730 2 128 0.212 4.71698 309056.607
5 16384 4.5 5.5 1024 Ham 2730 2 128 0.221 4.5249 296470.587
6 16384 0.45 0.55 1024 0 2730 6 43 2.056 0.48638 31867.704
7 16384 0.45 0.55 1024 Ham 2730 6 43 2.105 0.47506 31125.8905
Table 7. Data set 4 results.
These test runs were designed for analysis of the Hanning and Hamming windows' impact on the Thesis
algorithm's performance. Data set four demonstrated some leakage effects in its spectrum when using
the CZT and both windows were applied in an attempt to reduce them; these results are included in
Appendix A. The set was therefore an excellent candidate for testing windowing performance.
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Because of the twowindows'nearly identical performance, the Hamming window is compared to the
performance of no window in all three cases while the Hanning window was run only once. Figure 37
summarizes windowing performance for data set four.
296471
UM=65536, Range=0.9-l.l
y M=16384, Range=4.5-5.5
_ M=16384, Range=0.45-0.55
:
None Hamming Hanning
Figure 37. Data set 4 windowing performance.
The data shows that, although measurable, windowing the input data segments as they are fed to the
SCZT and iCZT does not have a significant performance impact; if the target ranges are reasonably wide,
the Thesis algorithm terminates with identical results whether windows are used or not. Thus, it would
be reasonable to apply a window if needed, however not doing so will certainly maximize performance.
vi. Data Set 5
Full results for data set five are given in Table 8:
Mem Rng Rng M Wi Seg iSte g Time Rate Max Fs
Lo Hi n Size PS (s) (Hz) (Sa/s)
1 65536 4.5 5.5 1024 0 10922 1 256 0.218 4.5872 601211.023
2 65536 4.5 5.5 4096 0 10922 1 1024 0.247 4.0486 530655.870
3 16384 4.5 5.5 1024 0 2730 1 256 0.214 4.6728 612336.444
4 1024 4.5 5.5 1024 0 256 1 256 1.079 0.9268 121475.440
5 1024 0.45 0.55 1024 0 256 2 128 1.743 0.5737 75199.0820
6 16384 0.9 1.1 1024 0 1820 3 86 0.915 1.0929 143213.111
7 65536 0.45 0.55 1024 0 16384 6 43 1.853 0.5397 70735.0226
Table 8. Data set 5 results
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Note that runs two and four terminated in failure; the former was unable to find a segment size to
satisfy 4.5 Hz with such a large M increasing the iCZT complexity, and it capped out at 4.05 Hz with a
segment size of 10922 bytes. The latter simply was not given enough memory to overcome segment
overhead reach the target sample rate. The number of input points in this data set is quite large, and
thus it was far more difficult to meet aggressive target rates with such limited memory.
Figure 38 shows how the algorithm progressed over run six, similar to Figure 30.
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Figure 38. Data set 5 run 6 algorithm progression.
Test runs of data set five further reinforced the importance of intelligent segment size selection with
large amounts of input data; Figure 29 shows the algorithm's performance given various segment sizes.
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Figure 39. Data set 5 performance for segment sizes, M=4096.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and Future Work
The Thesis algorithm's performance met all proposed objectives and parameters. It was able to
converge in all but the most severe cases, where target rates were aggressive, segment memory limited,
and input samples large. In data set five, processing rates of over 600,000 samples per second were
achieved with no interlacing; rates of 300,000 samples per second were achieved in data sets two
through four with both interlacing and input data windowing. Considering the algorithm was run on
aging general-purpose hardware, results should be even more impressive on specialized DSP hardware,
or even simply on a newer PC.
A major consideration during the development of this algorithm was memory. Although the Chirp z-
Transform's C implementation used quite a bit of temporary memory during the transform, much of this
overhead may be optimized away; the chirp filter, for example, might be size-restricted and statically
programmed so it need not be recalculated with each transform. Any such improvement to the CZT
would drastically reduce the SCZT and iSCZT's resource requirements, as it forms the foundation of both
algorithms and clearly comprises the bulk of their memory needs. Additionally, a proper parallelization
of the iCZT might take advantage of shared memory for both its input and output, and an embedded
implementation might simply pass the data out to main memory instead of storing it locally.
Another consideration was the introduction of error and leakage as a result of the SCZT's segmentation
of input data; this ended up being a non-issue. When comparing the output of the CZT and SCZT across
the test data sets, their values were identical to within floating-point rounding error. This was the case
even when the number of segments was large, and would be considered insignificant in the Thesis
agorithm's target domain applications. To reduce this error, however, double precision floating point
numbers might be used at the cost of increased memory requirements. It was also shown that applying
a windowing function to input data has no impact on the algorithm's convergence in most cases.
The algorithm introduced in this work combines real-time operation with dynamic resolution, whose
scaling is based on both static parameters such as available resources and active performance
monitoring. Such an implementation has not previously been attempted with the Chirp z-Transform,
despite its additional flexibility when compared to the FFT, because of its additional resource
requirements. The success of this algorithm demonstrates that it is possible to implement the CZT in
real-time embedded hardware with limited resources and still achieve high resolution over fast sample
rates. In the test and measurement domain this would allow a digital oscilloscope to perform frequency
analysis of a signal, showing the user a real-time high-resolution picture of spectrum anomalies within a
defined band of interest.
Despite its positive results, several improvements to the algorithm are suggested for future work:
Optimize FFTW usage to take better advantage of its planning features.
Optimize the CZT algorithm for speed and memory.
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Optimize the iCZT to eliminate some parallel CZT result storage.
Parallelize the SCZT and iCZT. The code was written for this implementation, but stability could
not be guaranteed and thus it was abandoned in lieu of the slower, more stable serial code.
Remove flattened arrays to help with some memory addressing issues encountered.
Once the algorithm converges to within the target rate, continue to adjust parameters to
optimize closer to the upper target bound.
Maintain some memory for selecting the
"best"
run:
o If the algorithm fails, select the last run to exceed the target, if one exists.
o If the algorithm completes, compare the current state to that of the last run to exceed
the target and select the better of the two (the one with more interlacing, for example)
Improve the segment size algorithm such that it is aware of the performance curve, and can
operate within the optimal range at all times.
Select g and uj0 in the iCZT intelligently, such that samples are interlaced in the spectrum areas
where more resolution is needed (peak detection).
Add awareness of the overall spectrum shape, so that the algorithm can decide to increase M
rather than interlacing steps for a signal lacking frequency spikes.
Although time constraints prevented the implementation of these suggestions, the algorithm proved
quite promising; such improvements will further emphasize the feasibility of a real time scalable-
resolution Chirp z-Transform implemented in a resource-limited environment. In its current state, an
FPGA implementation would require an amount of on-chip memory of reasonable cost and would be
effective in a variety of DSP applications such as test and measurement, audio and vocal processing,
medical imaging, and seismic analysis. Given the exciting implications of the algorithm's success, further
work is encouraged in this area.
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Appendix A - Data Set Result Plots
a. Data Set 1
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b. Data Set 2
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c. Data Set 3
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d. Data Set 4
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e. Data Set 5
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